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Ancient dance of the gods

Kagura
Fun things to do!

San'in Activity Guide
1300 Years of History

Special rates on
any ANA flight within Japan

※

Mount Daisen
200th commemoration of

Tea Master Fumai

4K VIDEO

Valid until October 27th, 2018 on selected routes only.
Further information can be found below.
Please visit our website for more information.
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Scan QR Codes to
watch Videos
T h is magazine does not on ly

4K VIDEO

contain photos and articles! If you
scan a QR code and upload it to
YouTube, you can also watch video
clips.
E x p er ienc e t he at mo s pher e of

different locations and use the videos to decide which places you'd like to visit!
Some of the videos have been filmed using aerial drones, so you can even watch sight-seeing

Welcome to San'in!

Discover
“Real Japan”

spots you have already visited from a different point of view.

The San'in area runs along the coast of the Sea of Japan in western Japan.
Home to ancient Japanese history, San'in is rich in traditional culture and
has been blessed with abundant nature.
In this San'in special edition magazine, we would like to tell you more
about the San'in area and what makes it such a great part of Japan to visit.
Topics covered in this magazine include tatara iron production and katana
sword-smithing, nature in the San'in region, and kagura, the ancient dance
of the gods.
We hope these articles will inspire you to come and journey to San'in!

Share your #sanin Adventure!

There are so many places featured in this magazine where you can experience the ancient
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edia!

# sanin
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history and traditional culture of Real Japan.
We would love it if you'd share your experiences and adventures in San'in with your friends and
family back home on social media. Let the world know about this extraordinary part of Japan!

F R E E PA P E R

I nt roduct ion
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D I S C OV E R
A NOTHER
J A PA N
While much of the information in
this magazine is valid throughout
the year, it a lso contains some
seasonal content. No matter what
time of year it is, there is always
something special to see or do in
the San'in area!

Please
also see
this.
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Rich in nature, many types of Japanese culture have
their roots in the San'in area.
There is so much to see and do!
Let our San'in Activity Guide help you make the most
out of your trip here.

CULTURE

ACTIVITY

P 26-30
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Don't miss it!

L A N D OF L E GE N D A N D H I ST ORY

San'in Tourism Organization
4F 311 Suehiro-cho Yonago City, Tottori, 683-0043, Japan
TEL 0859-21-1502 / Fax 0859-21-1524

Facebook sanin.tourism Instagram sanin_stagram

san’in tourism

search

C opy r i ght © 2 018 S a n' i n Tou r i st O r g a n i z at ion .
A l l r i ght s r e s er ve d .

Michelin Green Guide San'in Web Edition
Michelin has published an online San'in edition of its well known Michelin Green Guide. Part of the
previously published Michelin Green Guide Japan, here are some of the San'in related additions to

04

the fifth edition: The Sand Museum (★), Shirakabe-dozogun Quarter (★), Mizuki Shigeru Road
(★), Oki Islands (★★), Yuushien Gardens (★★), Iwami Kagura (★). A total of 63 touristic areas
and attractions from the San'in area are included in the latest edition!
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Tottori Sand Dunes and the San’in Coast

Local Railway and Ecotourism

Mount Mitoku and Misasa Onsen, Japan Heritage Sites,

Mount Daisen and Kaike

and Nashi-no Hana Onsen Village

UNESCO Global Geopark
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Sakaiminato and Mihonoseki

Matsue Castle and Adachi Museum of Art

Towns of Ghost Stories and Seafood
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ABOUT
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SHIMANE

07

Prefecture

Yonago
Airport

Prefecture
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Region

TOTTORI

06
Izumo
Airport

04

01
03

08

Tottori Airport

09

02

HYOGO Prefecture

10

The San'in area spans from the prefectures of
Tottor i and Shimane a ll the way to Hagi in
Yamaguchi prefecture.
Facing the Sea of Japan with the Chugoku area
mountains in the backg round, the region is
rich in nature and is home to some of the most
ancient history in Japan.

OKAYAMA Prefecture
HAGI

11

Iwami
Airport

HIROSHIMA Prefecture

Discover this Real Japan, where ancient culture and traditions are
still living and breathing.
San'in is waiting for you!

ROUTE ROMANTIQUE SAN’IN WEBSITE
https://www.sanin-tourism.com/

YAMAGUCHI Prefecture

07

08

Ancient Izumo and Izumo Taisha Grand Shrine

Tatara Iron Production & Katana Sword-smithing

Annual Meeting Place of the Gods

4
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ROUTE
ROMANTIQUE
SAN’IN

10

ATMOSPHERIC SAN'IN

4K

The scenery in the San'in area is stunning throughout the year!
Enjoy these beautiful photos of the four seasons of San'in.

VIDEO

Photography by Mr. Takashi Karaki and Mr. Kwan, photographhers based in the San'in area.

11

12

Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine

Iwami Kagura

The Streets of “Little Kyoto” Tsuwano

Oki Islands

UNESCO World Heritage Site

Ancient Dance of the Gods

(Japan Heritage Site) and Hagi (World Heritage Site)

UNESCO Global Geopark
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TIP

03

01
There are not many automated ticket
gates at stations.
Stations with automated ticket gates: Yonago, Matsue, and Izumo.

TIP

02

TIP

Riding a bus
In Tokyo, you get on to and off a bus at the front, but in Tottori and
Shimane you have to enter the bus through the rear doors and exit at
the front of the bus. Don't forget to take a numbered ticket when you

TIP

get onto a bus! Pay the fare when exiting the bus. Fares depend on the
distance traveled (although there are also buses with a single fixed

05

fare). The fare box doesn't give change, so please make sure you
change money before inserting the fare.

Buses and trains are
less frequent

Depending on
the season
it may rain a lot!

through the door behind the driver.

Many trains and buses come at intervals ranging

In San'in it can rain so much that people

other locations, public Wi-Fi hotspots are rare. Many of the larger

When exiting the train put your train ticket or numbered ticket and fare into the fare box (similar to

between 30 minutes to one hour, and there are

say “Even if you forget your lunch-box,

hotels and ryokans offer free Wi-Fi hotspots, but many smaller

paying bus fare).

even longer intervals. Please check the time

don't

Misty

ryokans don't provide such services. Starbucks, MacDonalds, etc...

At manned stations, there is ticket inspection, but an announcement will be made inside the train (in

schedule, and be sure to check the departure

landscapes sure are beautiful, but bring an

often have free Wi-Fi hotspots. Some convenience stores also have

Japanese) telling you whether you need to pay your fare using the fare box or to the ticket attendant at the

time of the last train back!

umbrella with you just in case it begins to

Wi-Fi hotspots inside the store.

The following stations have special IC card ticket gates: Neu Station, Shoyama Station, Niimi Station,
stations between Hoki-Daisen Station and Izumo Station.
At other stations, it is still necessary to hand your ticket to station staff (at stations with special IC card ticket
gates (except for the three stations with automated ticket gates) you will also need to hand over your ticket.)
There are also unmanned stations. In the case of conductor-less trains, the only way to exit the train is

04
S A N ' I N T R AV E L T I PS
TIP

next station.

forget

your

umbrella!”

Few public Wi-Fi hotspots
Airports and larger stations (Tottori, Yonago, Matsue) and main
tourist attractions generally offer free Wi-Fi hotspots, but at many

rain!

Travel in San'in is at a very different pace compared to that in major
urban areas like Tokyo and Kyoto. Here are some of the main
differences.

Find more travel tips and advice on our website!
https://www.sanin-tourism.com/en/access

Shimane
Prefecture
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Foreign Tourist
Information Off ices

07 04

Tottori Prefecture

04
05

15

06

Yonago City Tourist Information Center
Yayoi-cho, Yonago-shi, Inside JR Yonago Station
TEL 0859-22-6317

The following tourist information offices have been
certified by the Japan National Tourism Organization (JNTO).
Please feel free to call or visit them for information and advice.

10

Yonago Airport General Information Center
1634 Sainokami-cho, Sakaiminato-shi
TEL 0859-45-6123

11

Sakaiminato Tourist Information Center
215 Taishomachi, Sakaiminato-shi
TEL 0859-47-3880

12

16

Tottori Prefecture
01

Tottori City International Tourist Support Center
111-1 Higashihonji-cho, Tottori-shi
TEL 0857-22-7935

Shimane Prefecture
07

Tottori Chubu International Tourist Support Center

06
6
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TIP

03

2-1-2 Agei-cho, Kurayoshi-shi, Kurayoshi Tourism
Local Product Center Choseido (2nd floor)
TEL 0858-24-5024

Hokuei Town Planning and Promotion Division
423-1 Yurashuku, Hokuei-cho, Tohaku-gun
TEL 0858-37-5874

08

09

Yasugi Tourist Information Center
2093-3 Yasugi-cho, Yasugi-shi
TEL 0854-23-7667

Adachi Museum of Art International Tourist
Information Center
320 Furukawa-cho, Yasugi-shi
TEL 0854-28-7111

Matsue Urban Hotel
590-3 Asahi-machi, Matsue-shi
TEL 0852-22-0002

13

14

15
16

Matsue International Tourist Information Center
665 Asahi-machi, Matsue-shi
TEL 0852-21-4034

Matsue New Urban Hotel
40-1 Nishicha-machi, Matsue-sh
TEL 0852-23-0003

Izumo Airport
2633-1 Okinosu, Hikawa-cho, Izumo-shi
TEL 0853-72-7500

TIP

07

San'in Area Limited
Special Interpreter Guides
You can hire a specially trained tour-guide to
show you around the San'in area and also act as
an interpreter.
These guides have been trained and certified by
the San'in Area Limited Special Interpreter Guide
program.

San'in Area Limited Special Interpreter Guides Website

https://www.sanin-tourism.com/en/guide

Izumo Station Tourist Information Center
11 Ekikita-machi, Izumo-shi
TEL 0853-30-6015

Taisha Tourist Information Center
Shinmondori Omotenashi Station
780-4 Kizuki Minami, Taisha-cho, Izumo-shi
TEL 0853-53-2298

Hamada Tourist Information Center
17-2 Ekimae-cho, Masuda-shi
TEL 0856-22-7120

Twuwano Tourist Information Center
71-2 Ushiroda, Tsuwano-cho, Kanoashi-gun
TEL 0856-72-1771

S T EP

01

Access
https://www.sanin-tourism.com/en/guide and select
an the interpreter guide.

S T EP

02

Send an e-mail to e-mail address
displayed on each guide's profile page.

S T EP

03

Negotiate and consult with the
interpreter guide regarding schedule,
fee, the method of payment, etc...
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たたら

TATARA

KATANA SWORDS
The San'in Connection

Smelting Tatara Iron

San'in, “home of the gods”!
Since ancient times the San'in area has also been called “land of iron”, because of its use of tatara, a unique Japanese iron production technique.
Wako Japanese steel has always fascinated people. Created through the tatara process, this steel has made an impact on people's lives through its usage in everyday products. The highest grade
steel was forged into katana swords, which were beloved by samurai warriors.The influence of tatara iron-making can still be felt in the beautiful landscape and rich culture of the San'in region.

船通山

The History of
Japanese Swords
In the long history of sword-making, Japanese swords are a unique type of sword which evolved
independently from swords in the rest of the world.
Swords which are referred to as Japanese swords (nihonto) are the kind of curved single-edged
swords that came into existence toward the end of the Heian period (794-1185).
The sword-smith Yasutsuna from the land of Hoki (in the western part of modern-day Tottori
prefecture) forged the oldest of these curved swords, a sword called Dojigiri Yasutsuna (a national
treasure, part of the collection of Tokyo National Museum).
Before that, swords made in Japan were straight, double-edged swords similar to those made in the
rest of the world.
High-quality iron sand was mined in the land of Izumo (in the eastern part of present day
Shimane-prefecture), and in areas such as Yamashiro (in the southern part of present-day Kyoto
prefecture), which was the center of politics, several schools of sword-making appeared.
In the late Kamukura era (1185-1333) sword-smithing techniques from the five lands of Yamashiro,
Yamato, Bizen, Mino, and Soshu became collectively known as gokaden (the five traditions).
It is believed that Japanese swords drive away evil spirits, so people have carried them as a talisman
since ancient times.
While today Japanese swords are mainly considered works of art, they continue to be part of
people's lives, for instance through martial arts such as battodo, and in religion, through worship of
the gods using ceremonial swords.

Mount Sentsu

Cattle from the Oki Islands

Legends

Mount Daisen
Hino River
Okuizumo

San'in

Nichinan

Shimane
Prefecture
Tatara

Mount Sentsu

Tottori
Prefecture

Ancient Records
An early description of tatara iron smelting in the Izumo area is
found in Izumo no Kuni Fudoki (Report on the land of Izumo), compiled
in the year 733.
Additionally, one of the legends of Izumo, The Defeat of Yamato no
Orochi is included in the oldest book about the history of Japan,
the Kojiki (Record of Ancient Matters, completed in 712 CE).
By reading these two written sources side by side, it becomes
clear how important tatara iron was in the Izumo area.

斐伊川

Mount Daisen Gyuba Ichi

An early description of tatara iron smelting in the
Izumo area is found in Izumo no Kuni Fudoki (Report on
the land of Izumo), compiled in the year 733.
Also one of the legends of Izumo, The Defeat of
Yamato no Orochi, is included in the oldest book about
the history of Japan, the Kojiki (Record of Ancient
Matters, completed in 712 CE).
Reading both these of these sources we can see that
tatara iron-making flourished in the Izumo area.
The Hii river, which springs on Mount Sentsuu and
flows into Lake Shinji, might be the key which
explains the origin of this ancient legend. Is it
possible that this river, which since time immemorial frequently caused flooding and death, was seen
by the people as a raging serpent not unlike Yamato no Orochi?
In the legends, it is said that the Hii river was compared to a giant serpent with eight heads and eight tails, which came once a year to devour a maiden.
Also, it is said that Mount Sentsu is the place where the god Susanoo no Mikoto landed when he came down from the realm of the gods. After
he rescued princess Inatahime, by defeating the eight-headed serpent Yamato no Orochi, he married her.
When Yamato no Orochi was defeated a sword called Ame no Murakamo no Tsurugi (Sword of the Gathering Clouds of Heaven) appeared from his tail.
Upstream of the river where Susanoo no Mikoto defeated Yamato no Orochi, the tradition of sword-making is still preserved today.

神話

Oki Islands

The town of Okuizumo, in Shim a ne
prefecture, is home to the more than a
thousand years old technique of tatara iron
smelting.
At the Japanese Sword Preservation Tatara, which
is managed by the incorporated association
the Society for Preservation of Japanese Art Swords,
for three days and nights charcoal and masa
iron sand are inserted into the flames of the
tatara kiln, under the instruction of the
murage, the supervisor in charge of the tatara
ironworks.
Through this process called tatarabuki, a large
steel mass called a kera is produced.
Parts of this kera consist of of extremely pure
pieces of steel called tamahagane.
Since tamahagane is an essential source
material for making superior katana swords,
and it can only be produced through tatarabuki, it is without a doubt an almost mystical
type of steel.

Hii River
The Hii river, which springs on Mount Sentsuu and flows into
Lake Shinji, might be the key to the legend. Is it possible that
this river, which since time immemorial frequently caused
flooding and death, was seen by the people as a raging serpent
like Yamato no Orochi?
In the legends, it is said that the Hii river was compared to
Yamato no Orochi, who came once a year to devour a maiden,
and that his body had eight heads and eight tails.

Hii River

8
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刀工

Interview with a Sword-smith

The Kobayashi Family

KATANA SWORDS – The San'in Connection

The Kobayashi family has worked as blacksmiths for many
generations.
At first, Daijiro Kobayashi of the 5th generation of
blacksmiths worked as a blacksmith in Hiroshima prefecture,
where together with colleagues he started to research
sword-smithing techniques and reading ancient texts.
Daijiro used to use the alias Yoshitsugu as his artisan name, and
later on, changed it to Sadayoshi.
From the Edo period (1603 – 1868) until 1926 the Kobayashi
family was based in Hiida (part of the city of Yasugi) in
Shimane prefecture, but in 1942 they moved to the town of
Yokota.
Daijiro has three sons, Hiroshi, Sadatoshi, and Rikio.
However, it is Sadatoshi's eldest son Shunji who has followed
in Daijiro's footsteps, inheriting the sword-smithing techniques
and continuing to make katana swords in Okuizumo.

Sadatoshi Kobayashi
I'm a sword-smith in the village of Okuizumo.
As the second of three sons of the Kobayashi family I
was chosen by my father as his apprentice, and he
taught me the craft of sword-smithing.
Making a sword is not easy. When forging steel any
temperature adjustments made are all guided by the
craftsman's intuition.
For instance, the most suitable temperature of the fire
depends on the carbon content of the tamahagane steel.
To discover what temperature is best suited to an
individual piece of tamahagane steel a sword-smith uses
all of his sharpened five senses when forging a blade,
such as sight, sound, but also the tactile sensation he
feels when he strikes the steel.
Also, since each sword-smith uses his own uniquely
attuned set of six senses, this adds to what makes each
sword so attractive.
The skill of sword-smithing has always been passed on
to the next generation by a system of isshisoden (sole
succession), which means that the secret techniques
are taught to one child only.
The most important part of the sword-smithing
process is to closely look at the sword. To decide what
kind of sword I will make it I will take my time and
observe the blade deliberately.
One of the things that make Japanese swords so

special is their beautiful shape. Unless a sword-smith
can create a sword that is shaped exactly as pictured
in his mind, he'll never be able to make a truly great
sword.
A sword-smith adjusts things as the blade length and
hamon (blade pattern) to suit the bearer, so each sword
is a unique creation.
I believe that what makes a sword attractive is the
radiance of the sword, which also includes an aspect
of the sword-smith who forged it. For this reason,
every sword-smith engraves his name into the swords
he makes.
Twice a month I give sword-smithing demonstrations
at the Okuizumo Tatara Sword Museum. If anyone is
interested in Japanese swords and sword-smithing and
would like to see the forging of a sword with their own
eyes, then please come and visit the Okuizumo
Tatara Sword Museum.

Production
Process

Tatara

An ancient iron-making method, in which
iron sand and charcoal are burned inside a
clay furnace. This technique is used to
produce extremely pure steel.

Forging
The sword-smith places a lump of tamahagane steel
into a furnace that has been heated to 1300
degrees Centigrade, after which it is flattened and
stretched on the anvil using a hammer. It is then
folded over and returned to the furnace, after
which it is again flattened and stretched. This
process, called shitagitae and agekitae, is repeated 15
times, and by doing so approximately 3200 layers
are formed. These layers are what makes a katana
sword so strong and sharp.

Sword signature marking: Unshu Kobayashi Sadanori Sakuyuki
Blade length: 76.2 cm
Curvature: 2.4 cm
Collection of the Okuizumo Tatara Sword Museum

Tatara in Harmony with Nature
Japanese swords can only be forged from tamahagane steel. The only way to produce tamahagane
steel is through an iron smelting process in a clay
tatara kiln, in which high-quality iron sand from the
hills of Okuizumo and charcoal are burnt.
The town of Okuizumo is the only place in Japan
(and the rest of the world for that matter)

Tempering
The blade is a tempered in a process called
yaki-ire. Once the blade is finished the edge of
the blade is covered with a coating of a kind of
clay called yakiba-tsuchi. It is heated uniformly
and then cooled quickly by putting it into cold
water. Due to the difference in thickness of the
clay that was applied to the blade (thin on the
edge and thick on the back (mune)), the blade
will begin to curve. Also, the hamon blade
pattern can be influenced by the way the clay
is applied during the yaki-ire process

Tamahagane
The purest steel produced in the tatara process is called
tamahagane. Tamahagane steel is indispensable for forging great
Japanese swords. It's a veritable jewel of steel, created through
and ancient mythical technique.

where tatara iron-making, is still continued
since it begun in the 6th century.
To collect the iron sand, which is used as a raw
material in the tatara process, the earth and sand of
the Okuizumo mountains were loosened through a
process called kanna-nagashi, and many mountain
trees were felled to produce large quantities of
charcoal.
If the land had been abandoned after that, it
would have turned into a wasteland. However,
present-day Okuizumo is rich in nature. This is
because after the ancestors finished mining the iron
sand using the kanna-nagashi process, they turned
the hills into terraced rice fields where they cultivated rice. Also, to prevent deforestation and
exhaustion of resources, forests used for the
production of charcoal were replanted every 30
years.
One in three of the spread out rice paddies of
Okuizumo have been made from the remnants of
sites where iron sand was collected. Even today, the

The blade is sharpened, gradually moving
from a coarse grindstone to a smoother
whetstone until the surface of the finished
blade has a blueish sheen. After this process,
the blade is meticulously polished in order to
bring out the hamon blade pattern and to make
it shine.
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Demonstration

VIDEO

Scan QR Codes to
watch videos!

Okuizumo Tatara Sword Museum

Further Information

Polishing

water used in rice production is re-used through a
reservoir and waterways which were originally
made for kanna-nagashi.

Buying a Japanese sword

The Dojosukui connection

Every single katana sword in Japan comes with a
registration certificate that certifies that it has been
registered as a work of art.
There are procedures at the airport which need to
be followed before a sword is allowed to be taken
out of Japan.
If you would like to purchase a katana sword in
Okuizumo, please contact sword-smith Sadatoshi
Kobayashi directly for more information.

It is said that the folk dance Dojosukui from the town of Yasugi has its
origins in the movements which are made during the collection of iron
sand, the raw material used in the tatarabuki
production process of the Yasugi area's famous
VIDEO
product, Yasugi hagane steel.
In Dojosukui the actor tries to catch a dojo (loach
fish), but since the Japanese word dojo can also
mean soil, it is said that this is another connection
to tatara iron production.

Okuizumo Tatara Sword
Museum has exhibitions about
the history of tatara iron
production from early to
modern times, about modern
nittoto tatara and also about
Japanese swords forged from
tamahagane steel.
Okuizumo Tourism and
Culture Association
TEL 0854-54-2260
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Kabeya History Museum

03

In addition to its exhibition on tatara, Itohara Memorial
Museum has displays of arts and crafts, everyday objects
of days gone by, and ancient manuscripts, which have
been passed down through the generations for 400 years.
Everywhere in this registered important cultural property, you
can get a sense of the prosperity of the period in which it
was constructed. Its large garden, approximately 1190
square meters wide, incorporates the majestic surrounding mountains as borrowed scenery.

Said to have opened in 1681, Sugaya Sannai consists of a
takadono tatara steel mill, old huts, doya, and tenement
houses.
A doya is a place where the kera steel mass is smashed into
smaller pieces by dropping a heavy weight of approximately 750 kilograms onto it.
The remaining townscape, where the tatara craftsmen
spent their daily lives, gives you a glimpse into a period
when iron production flourished in this mountain village.

This museum has a collection of many historical objects,
which have been passed down through many generations
of the Sakurai family in Okuizumo.
Modern day culture in Okuizumo still revolves around the
history of its unique development of tatara iron production,
and many objects related to tatara are on display.
Its beautiful garden, named “Iwanami” by renowned tea
master Matsudaira Fumai, is a popular location for viewing
autumn leaves.

Okuizumo Tourism and Culture Association

Okuizumo Tourism and Culture Association

Okuizumo Tourism and Culture Association

TEL 0854-54-2260

TEL 0854-54-2260

Wako Museum

07

For a period of 60 years, beginning in 1926, Doctor
Hajime Watanabe from Tottori collected approximately
30.000 antiques and works of art.
His collection, which includes Japanese swords from the
9th to the 19th century (including odachi swords), samurai
armor and oriental antiques, is the largest of its kind in
Japan.
Tottori City International Tourist Support Center
TEL 0857-22-7935

TEL 0854-54-2260

Remnants of the
Tsugoyama Tatara

Kanayako Shrine

04

05

06

CULTURE

Tatara Study Center

Watanabe
Museum of Art

08

This history museum focuses on the traditional Japanese
iron production technique of tatara.
Through tools used in the production of wako Japanese steel
(designated as a national important tangible folk-cultural property),
videos, and an experience corner, visitors can learn about
the manufacturing process and distribution of Japanese
wako steel, and about Japanese katana swords with their
mysterious sheen.
The museum hosts bi-annual lectures and also holds
various special exhibitions and events.

Izumo Station Tourist Information Center
TEL 0853-30-6015

Sannoji Terraced
Rice-Fields

Hino Promotion Center Hino Promotion Bureau

Hino Promotion Center Hino Promotion Bureau

Okuizumo Tourism and Culture Association

Okuizumo Tourism and Culture Association

TEL 0859-72-2083

TEL 0859-72-2083

TEL 0854-54-2260

TEL 0854-54-2260

刀道
12 08

Tottori Prefecture

10

Places related to tatara, ancient legends, and Japanese sword

02

culture.
See real katana swords, and learn more about the culture and
history of iron production and sword-making in the San'in area.

Shimane
Prefecture

Okuizumo

01
03

06
11

12

Mount Daisen

The terraced rice-fields at Sannoji temple were made from
the remains of hills which were mined for iron sand using a
technique called kanna-nagashi.
The scale of these spread out rice terraces gives us a sense
of just how vital tatara iron production was to this area.
Throughout the year this beautiful vista is ever-changing,
depending the time of day, and on the different stages of
rice cultivation.

Yasugibushi Theater

11

Mount Sentsu is located next to Okuizumo in Shimane
prefecture and Hino in Tottori prefecture.
The mountain has a broad summit, from which you can
see all the way to Mount Daisen, Mount Sanbe, and
Mount Azumayama. Many ancient legends took place in
this area.
On the summit of Mount Sentsu you will find a monument
which commemorates “The area where the sword Ame no
Murakamo no Tsurugi (Sword of the Gathering Clouds of
Heaven) appeared in the legend of Yamato no Orochi”
Okuizumo Tourism and Culture Association

12

Come to Yasugibushi Theatre to watch a live performance
of the traditional folk song and dance Dojosukui. Various
classes are held by the Yasugibushi Preservation Society,
including a short 10-minute Dojosukui introduction class,
which takes place after the regular performances in the
theater.
Souvenirs and food containing Yasugi's famous freshwater
fish, the dojo pond loach, are sold at the gift shop.
Yasugi Tourism Plaza
TEL 0854-23-7667

TEL 0854-54-2260

の
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Mount Sentsu

10

The head shrine of the Kanayako denomination, which counts 1200 Shinto shrines all
over Japan.
Its magnificent nine meters high granite torii gate, built in 1898, is said to be the finest
of its kind in all of Japan.
While in the old days the gods at the shrine were primarily considered to be the
dedicated protectors of tatara steel workers, before long many kinds of people who
were involved in the iron industry came to worship here, and even to this day, many
people from steel and financial industries come to visit the Kanayako Shrine.
The shrine is dedicated to the god Kanayama Hiko and the goddess Kanayama Hime.

# sanin

Located next to the Izumo Taisha Grand Shrine, Shimane Museum of
Ancient Izumo is a wonderful place to learn more about the about the
history and ancient culture of Shimane prefecture.
Exhibits include Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine, tatara iron making,
bronze-ware, and ancient myths (including a theater of legends).
The garden surrounding the museum is named Garden of Ancient Chronicles. It was designed to be a small scale version of what the plains of
Izumo would have looked like in the ancient times when the Grand
Shrine of Izumo was 48 meters high. The contours of the mountains
have painstakingly been recreated in miniature.

TEL 0854-23-7667

From 1889 onward the Tsugoyama Tatara iron mill was
operated by the Kondo family for 11 years.
While today it rests peacefully within the cedar forest, a
long time ago the life and work of many workers centered
around the flames which burned in this large takadono.
The area surrounding the remnants of the Tsugoyama
Tatara is ideal for walking and hiking.

Sh re o
n
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Shimane Museum of
Ancient Izumo
09

Yasugi Tourist Information Center

The Tatara Study Center in Okuhino was established for
the benefit of people who are interested in ancient tatara
iron production in the Okuhino area, and also to further
increase public awareness of these ancient techniques.
Through an exhibition of wall panels and dioramas you
can learn more about the history of tatara iron production,
the legend of Yamato no Orochi, and about of charcoal
production.

Land of Sword-making

MUSEUM

Sugaya Tatara Sannai
Iron Town
01
02

TATARA

Itohara Memorial
Museum

07

Many modern techniques and developments in the
fields of technology, manufacturing, and engineering,
can trace their roots back to the important industrial
and technological heritage of tatara.
Companies which have emerged from tatara iron
production in the past have become top quality brands
of worldwide renown, producing industrial materials,
tools, and parts, which are used in the electronics,
automotive and aviation industries.

05 04

nichinan
Mount Sentsu

San'in
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Off the beaten path

Shimane Peninsula

Visit the Roots of Japanese Culture and History
Rather than just visiting the large urban areas of Japan, come and discover Real Japan in San'in!
Experience the Japanese traditional way of life, come eye to eye with forces of nature in rugged landscapes, discover legends which have been told since ancient times,
and relax in rustic rural landscapes, meeting the people who live there.
Here are some of the many places in the San'in area where you can see, feel, and experience this Real Japan.

Mount Daisen

Matsue Castle

Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine

VIDEO

Scan QR Codes to
watch videos!

The view onto the Sea of Japan as seen
from Kunigakaigan Coast

“National Parks 100% Enjoyment Project”

Geoparks
Geoparks are areas where people can learn
how the land, the ecosystem of flora and
fauna, and people are all interconnected.
In the San'in area, the San'in coastal area
and the Oki islands have been designated as
UNESCO Global Geoparks.

Japanese Geoparks
Network
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World Heritage

Japan Heritage

National Park

World Heritage is an irreplaceable treasure inherited from
the past to this modern day, which has been shaped by
geological features or by human history.
In the San'in area, Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural
Landscape in Shimane prefecture have been designated as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
A large quantity of silver was produced at this silver mine
in the 16th and 17th century. During this period,
approximately a third of all the silver in the world was put
into circulation by the Bank of Japan, a large part of which
is believed to have come from Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine!

Tangible and intangible cultural properties
such as unique local history, traditions, and
legends have been designated by the
Japanese Agency of Cultural Affairs as
Japan Heritage.
Three cultural properties from Shimane
prefecture and two from Tottori prefecture
have been inscribed as Japan Heritage.

A National Park is an area designated by the
national authorities where nature is protected, so
that future generations will be able to continue to
enjoy the same natural splendor that we can enjoy
today.
There are two National Parks in the San'in area:
San'in Kaigan National Park, which include the
abundant natural beauty of the San'in coastline and
the vast Tottori Sand Dunes, and Daisen-Oki
National Park, which consists of a mountainous
area which includes Mount Daisen and Mount
Mitoku, and the Oki Islands.

National Federation of
UNESCO Associations
in JAPAN

Japan Heritage

National Parks of Japan
Ministry of the Environment
Government of Japan

Setting world-class standards for Japan's national parks!
At a Japanese national park, you can not only enjoy nature but also experience how local people live, through their traditional culture and food.
Japan is in the process of upgrading its national parks so that international visitors can enjoy them even more.
One of the national parks in the San'in area which is currently being upgraded to this new standard is Daisen-Oki National park.
All sorts of improvements are currently being made to make the park more accessible to foreign guests, such as the translation of menus into foreign
languages.
Daisen-Oki National Park is well worth visiting. Its diverse coastal landscapes have been shaped by many complex factors such as volcanic activity and
plate tectonics. The biotope of its coast and islands, which is influenced by ocean currents, is also unique.

Land of Legends - Concept proposal for a new
Shimane Peninsula – Lake Shinji – Inner Sea Geopark
The area of Shimane Peninsula, Lake Shinji, and the Inner Sea is currently proposed as a new geopark. This area is veritable a treasure trove of geology, cultural, and
historical heritage.
Shimane Peninsula was formed by the same large tectonic movements that created the Sea of Japan.
This area, protected from strong waves by the natural barrier of the Sea of Japan Rim Exchange, was a sheltered location where the culture of ancient Izumo flourished.
The slogan for this newly proposed Shimane Peninsula – Lake Shinji – Inner Sea Geopark is: “Land where you can discover the nature and history of ancient Izumo”; a
place where you can learn about the importance of protecting the environment, as well as about local geography and history.
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Heritage Sites
in the
San'in area

04

08

Iwami Ginzan
Silver Mine

10
02

01

World Heritage

06

San'in - Unique Nature and History

09

Visit places unlike anywhere else in
Japan. Beautiful scenery, abundant
nature, ancient history, delicious food...
There's so much to see and do in the
San'in area!

CULTURE ACTIVITY

07

05

03

World Heritage

National Park

Geopark

Japan Heritage

Japan Geopark

Eidai Tatara Takadono

Japan Heritage

Eidai Tatara Takadono is an ironworks which was constructed in to
efficiently smelt large quantities of iron at a single location.
The only remaining Eidai Tatara Takadono in Japan is located in
Unnan in Shimane-prefecture.
Many film productions have used this takadono as a design
reference for the creation of movie sets.

The process of refining silver requires large
quantities of timber. In spite of this Iwami
Ginzan Silver Mine is considered a Sustainable
Industrial Historic Site, as it kept the
environment in consideration during the
production of silver.
You can learn more about the history of
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine at the visitor
center.
Strolling through the quaint old streets of
Iwami Ginzan's mining town you will feel as if
you have been transported back in time.

Izumo, Sacred Land of the Setting Sun

San'in Coastline

Japan Heritage

Geopark

The legends of Izumo all take place around the coastline of the western part
of the Shimane Peninsula.
Important religious places in this area include Amenohisuminomiya, the Grand
Shrine of Izumo, Hishizuminomiya and Hinomisaki Shrine.
Because of its religious significance as well as its magnificent sunset this area
is often referred to as “holy ground where the sun sets”.

Since the time of the formation of the Sea of Japan to the
present day, the San'in coast has been an area with varied
terrain and geological features. You can experience how
both animals and people live in this area; nature as well as
culture and history.
The coastal topography very diverse, and includes features
such as the Tottori Sand Dunes and the so-called ria coastal
inlets which dot the entire coastline.

Past and Present Tsuwano
Japan Heritage
Scenes and commentary on famous places, nature,
traditional crafts, customs, and life in the town of
Tsuwano, have been captured in a hundred
paintings commissioned by the Tsuwano clan
during the Edo period (1603 – 1868) in a series called
A Hundred Views of Tsuwano.
Even today you can experience an atmosphere
reminiscent of the scenes in those paintings in this
precious mountain town.

Daisen Gyuba Ichi
Japan Heritage
So many people brought their cattle to at
Daisen-ji temple on Mount Daisen to have it
blessed there, that this resulted in the opening
of Daisen Gyuba Ichi, the largest cattle market in
Japan.
Many things on the cobblestone streets of
Daisen town still remind us of those days long
gone, such as its rows of relay stations in the
townscape, its numerous Jizo Bodhisattva
statues, and food which hearkens back to the
time of the Daisen Gyuba Ichi cattle market.
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Purification and
Healing of the Six Senses
Japan Heritage
Visitors can purify their eyes, ears, nose,
mouth, skin, and mind (rokkon shojo) at the
training grounds at Mount Mitoku.
At the hot springs of Mitoku Onsen pilgrims
to Mount Mitoku cleanse their mind and
body, healing the six senses of vision, hearing,
smell, touch, taste, and perception.

Shimane Peninsula –
Lake Shinji – Inner Sea Geopark
Japan Geopark
A proposed geopark encompassing the Shimane Peninsula, Lake
Shinji and Inner Sea area.
The Shimane peninsula is believed to have been connected to the
plains on the Honshu mainland approximately 2700 years ago.
According to the legend of Kunibiki, the god Yatsuka pulled islands
from the Sea of Japan toward the mainland using a large rope,
shaping the land into the Shimane peninsula that exists today. It
is an area with magnificent nature and rich history.

Oki Islands

Geopark

The Oki Islands have many diverse island and sea landscapes, varying from
many different kinds of rock to red basalt cliffs.
The wild crashing waves make the impressive coastal scenery of this
national park feel alive and dynamic.
The islands are a great place to go sea kayaking, walking
and camping. In the mountains, you can find an ancient
cedar tree which is 800 years old!

Daisen Oki National Park
Visit the website
to learn more!

National Park
Daisen Oki National Park consists of the areas of
Mount Daisen and Mount Hiruzen, imposing
mountains formed through volcanic activity, and
of the Oki Islands, which are remnants of even
older volcanic activity.
This national park is a treasure trove of lush nature
and varied coastal scenery. The area is also rich in
history and is believed to be the
location where the ancient
legend of Kunibiki took place.
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Kagura differs from kabuki and traditional Japanese dance. It
originated as a dance for calming and purifying one's soul.
Nowadays kagura is commonly considered a dance devoted to the
gods, but its origins are rooted in ancient history.
The image of a dancing figure illuminated by torchlight evokes a
feeling of mysticism reminiscent of actually communing with the
gods.

Dedicated to the Gods

Autumn - The best time to see kagura

Kagura for all ages

The origin of kagura can be traced to the legend of The Cave
of the Sun Goddess, (Ama no Iwato), which is one of the stories
performed in Japanese kagura.
According to the legend, the goddess Amaterasu
Omikami was hiding inside a cave. The goddess Ame no
Uzume is said to have danced in front of the cave to draw
Amaterasu out. This performance was then passed on as
songs and dances dedicated to the gods.

It has become customary to perform kagura throughout the night on the evening before the annual
autumn festival to celebrate an abundant harvest or
a bountiful catch of fish. For this reason, kagura
performances in autumn during the harvest time are
the most common.
In autumn kagura is performed at many places
accompanied by the sound of flutes and drums.
Nowadays performances are also held regularly
throughout the year.

With the aim of passing on the tradition of kagura to future
generations, many children in Shimane, especially in
Seibu, are involved in kagura from a young age.
Many children learn about kagura by joining a kagura
group, and some schools also include kagura as part of their
curriculum.

Where to see kagura

A ncient Dance of the Gods

◉Kagura at a shrine
Hundreds of kagura performances are held at Shinto
shrines in San'in each year, but each shrine has its own
schedule of performances. Most kagura performances
are held during the autumn season.

◉Kagura at other venues
While kagura used to be primarily performed at the
kagura-den on the grounds of Shinto shrines, these days it
has also become common to have kagura performances
at gymnasia and assembly halls during local events.

◉Schedule and locations
Kagura is performed in many places, but the schedules
vary. Depending on the venue performances may be
held regularly, occasionally, or sometimes only once a
year.
To find out where and when it is possible to see a kagura
performance, please consult the tourist offices in the
cities and towns throughout the San'in region. Please
refer to page 6 for more information.

◉Filming and photography
In most cases filming or taking photos of a performance
is allowed, but please avoid flash photography. Also,
please be careful not to block the view of other
spectators when placing video equipment such as
tripods. In both cases please ask for permission from
both the performing group as well as from the officials
of the shrine.

Watch Kagura
Filmed at various locations

VIDEO

Scan QR Codes to
watch videos!

What is Kagura

Enjoying Kagura

We can trace the roots of the word kagura to the word kamakura, which roughly translates as a place where the gods are.
The dance that is performed during the festival which welcomes the gods to the kamakura is commonly called
kagura.
The kagura performance of Inviting the Gods is part of folklore in all parts Japan, which is home to 8 million gods.
Even though the word kagura is used all over the country, its contents, choreography, and tempo differ depending
on the region.
Until the beginning of the Meiji period (1868), kagura was only performed by Shinto priests. However, during the
early Meiji period Shinto priests were no longer allowed to perform kagura, so shrine parishioners, quickly learning
the basics from the priests, had to take over the kagura performances.
Through a skillful dance set to a steady rhythm, kagura explains legends in a way that is easy to understand by
anyone.

First of all, watch kagura without attempting to analyze it.
Kagura is fun to watch even if you don't know the stories of the legends.
The stories of kagura are often about a god who punishes a wicked demon. In many of
these stories, instead of killing the demon, the god will forgive him, two gods may have
a confrontation or monkeys or foxes suddenly appear. There is a wide range of stories,
but most of them are easy to understand, adults, as well as children. can enjoy them.
The best kagura story to start out with is is a famous legend which takes place in Izumo,
called Yamato no Orochi. It is about a very powerful giant serpent that is heroically
defeated by the god Susanoo and his sword.
There are many other rousing and interesting kagura plays, so just get into the rhythm
and enjoy yourself!

Kagura Masks
Kagura masks show a richness of facial expressions which can be seen
from any angle.
Depending on the region different materials may be used. For
example, the masks used in Iwami Kagura are made by layering
Japanese washi paper using a glue that contains
persimmon juice. There are two different types of
snakehead masks, one that covers the entire head,
at a single performance, depending on the
performing group the style might differ, and the
originality of each group is reflected in their masks.
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VIDEO

and one that only covers the front of the face. Even

Glue containing

Shaping the mask

persimmon juice
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Kagura is very popular in Shimane prefecture, where there are over 200 kagura
groups.
Dances without masks while holding swords or other objects or dances depicting
the stories of legends are generally called kagura.
Depending on the area the characteristics of kagura differ, with the three areas of
Izumo, Iwami and the Oki Islands each having their own distinct style of kagura.

IZUMO KAGURA
The three main characteristics of Izumo kagura are called shichiza, shikisanba, and kagura no.
Shichiza is a dance performed without masks, during which a location is ritually purified using various objects.
Shikisanba is a ceremonial dance which is performed at celebrations.
Kagura no is a more theatrical type of kagura, which often depicts legends, such as the defeat of the giant snake Orochi. This type
of kagura is usually performed wearing masks. By the wearing of a mask, the actual presence of a god is implied.
The tempo and mood of the musical accompaniment of Izumo kagura are gentle yet solemn.

IWAMI KAGURA
In Shimane prefecture, kagura is especially popular in the area of Iwami.
Iwami Kagura is extravagant with many entertaining elements and utilizes beautiful and lavish costumes. The dance is
accompanied by music in which a slow six note tempo and a faster eight note tempo are played simultaneously.
Especially the use of dry ice and pyrotechnics, and the interaction of performers with the audience during the performance
are highlights of Iwami Kagura.

Inquiries
Iwami Tourism Promotion Committee
seibu-kankou@pref.shimane.lg.jp
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OKI KAGURA
Oki Kagura is performed at religious festivals at shrines by so-called shake, families of Shinto priests who
have specialized in the performance of kagura. Many kinds of votive kagura are performed, such as
prayers asking for the rain to stop or that an illness may be healed, and also kagura dances that are
performed to give thanks for an abundant catch of fish. Even though in the Meiji period the
responsibility of performing kagura was passed on to lay people, the shake have remained involved in
Oki Kagura even up to this day.

KOJIN KAGURA
The Shinto rituals that were performed to soothe a tempestuous god in cases of continuing bad
harvests, plagues and disasters were initially called kojin kagura.
In Hino town, in Nanbu in Tottori prefecture, a type of kojin kagura, similar in style to Bicchu kagura
in Okayama prefecture, has been passed down from generation to generation.
The kagura masks which are used here by the wood carving master craftsmen (kijishi) from
Sagarikaya in Kofu town, Tottori prefecture, and have been designated as culturally important
traditional craftsmanship.
Sagariya Bicchu Kagura Hozonkai Shrine, founded by the shake Sagarikaya Kojin Kagura, founded
during the early Meiji period, has been designated as an intangible cultural asset of Tottori prefecture.
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The Tastiest Meat in Japan!

Tottori
Wagyu Beef
VIDEO

Scan QR Codes to
watch videos!

Mount Da i sen
In 2018 we will celebrate the 1300th anniversary of the
founding of Daisen-ji temple on the well-known Mount
Daisen in Tottori prefecture.
Worshiped since ancient times as “home of the gods”,
Mount Daisen is referred to as “the Mount Fuji of the
Hoki District”, due to its similar elegant shape.
In the year 718, during the Nara period, a man called
Yorimichi, who came from the town of Tamatsukuri in
the land of Izumo, founded Daisen-ji temple halfway up
Mount Daisen.
Disciples of the Sangaku creed were the first to live at the
temple, and thus Mount Daisen became known as the
mountain of Shugendo mountain ascetics.
In its heyday, Daisen-ji temple was a major religious
center with over a hundred sister temples and more than
3000 priests.
At that time Daisen-ji temple was considered as
important as the major Buddhist temples such as
Koyasan Kongobuji temple in Wakayama prefecture,
and Enryaku-ji temple on Mount Hiei in Shiga
prefecture.
Four different projects highlighting the history, culture
and of course the bountiful nature of Mount Daisen
have been set up for the Mount Daisen – 1300 Years of
History Festival in Hoki.

held in the areas surrounding Daisen-ji Temple so
that many visitors can experience the local traditional
events.
Prayers are dedicated to the god of Mount Daisen to
give thanks for the many blessings bestowed onto the
people of the area.

Green Project
“Sacred ground protecting
nature”
The aim of this project is to
further develop ways to enjoy
the diverse nature found in
the Mount Daisen area, such
as a new trail walk, which will
be held during the third
national Mountain Day celebratory gathering.

June 2-3, 2018

Mount Daisen Summer Climb Festival

May 20, 2018

Buddhist ceremony commemorating the 1300th anniversary
of the founding of Daisen-ji Temple, and mikoshi shrine parade

August 10-11, 2018

The third national Mountain Day celebratory gathering

September 30, 2018

Autumn Torch Parade of 1300 torches

October 20-21, 2018

Daisen Wonder Forum
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Tottori prefecture has been blessed with abundant nature, clean air, and pure water. In such a
splendid environment Tottori wagyu cattle can grow rapidly and healthily.
In summer the cows exercise moderately while grazing in vast pastures, and are also fed high-quality feed.
Processing, distribution and sales are thoroughly managed so that the beef delivered to consumers
is the safest possible.

In order to learn more about, and
appreciate the rich history of
Mount Daisen and its surrounding
area this project highlights themes
such as the mysteries of Mount Daisen,
Bodhisattva Jizo, Japanese swords and
tatara iron smelting.

T h e a i m o f t h i s p r o j ec t i s to
p ro m o te l o c a l f o o d s f r o m th e
M o u n t D a i s en a r ea .
Sp ec i a l d i s h es u s i n g M o u n t
D a i s en ' s p u r e w a ter a n d f r es h
i ng r ed i e n ts h a v e b een s p ec i a l l y
cre a ted f o r th e M o u n t D ai se n –
130 0 Y e ars o f H i st o ry Fe st i v al .

Schedule is subject to change. For more details

EVENT
SCHEDULE

Reared in a magnificent
environment

Feeling the Blessings of
Mount Daisen Project

Water and
Food Project

please consult the event website.
More Information

Mount Daisen – 1300 Years of History Festival
Official Website

The National Wagyu Exhibition is a national competitive cattle
fair which is held once every five years.
At this “Olympics of wagyu beef”, approximately 500 cows from
all over Japan compete for best meat quality, best body shape,
best growth, etc...
Tottori wagyu won first prize for meat quality at the first National
Wagyu Exhibition in 1966, and in 2017 won the title of “Best
Meat in Japan” once again!

1300 Years of History

Daisen as a Place of Worship
The Mount Daisen – 1300 Years of History Festival is

National Wagyu Exhibition

Since the Edo period (1603 – 1868) Tottori prefecture has produced the finest quality
wagyu beef.
The meat from the Tottori strain of wagyu cattle is rich in oleic acid, which is also the
main component of olive oil. It is this oleic acid in wagyu beef which makes it melt in
your mouth.
Tottori wagyu beef with an oleic acid content of 55% or higher is labeled Tottori Wagyu
Oleic 55.
Only 0.7% of the entire Japanese wagyu beef production is Tottori wagyu beef, and only
around 20% of that carries the Tottori Wagyu Oleic 55 label, making this specific type of
wagyu very rare indeed.
Tottori wagyu beef is a soft, juicy meat which melts in your mouth. We hope you will
have the opportunity to taste it yourself!

Sh re on
socialam
edia!

# sanin

Enjoy
Tottori
Wagyu
Beef !

Shabu-shabu

Shabu-shabu is a type of Japanese nabe hot pot
cooking, in which very thinly sliced beef is moved
with chopsticks through a pot of boiling soup stock,
which is heated directly on the table. Once cooked,
the beef is dipped into a tare sauce before eating it.
The name "shabu-shabu" is derived from the sound
the beef makes when it is moved around in the
boiling soup stock.
Sauces such as ponzu and sesame sauce are
commonly used for shabu-shabu.

Steak

Since the fat in Tottori wagyu beef has a lower
melting point than that of the fat in regular beef,
you will notice it will start to melt instantly, once
inside your mouth.
Try a tender marbled sirloin steak, a top class
fillet, or your favorite cut of steak!
We hope that you will enjoy Tottori wagyu beef!

Yakiniku

With yakiniku, diners cook their own meat on the
teppan hot plate or grill in front of them. Besides
cuts of beef, such as ribs, sirloin and skirt steak,
organ meats such different kinds of tripe are used
in yakiniku.
Soy sauce based tare dips are usually used, but salt
or lemon juice are also used as seasoning.
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Wagashi

Traditional
Japanese Sweets
The city of Matsue, next to being famous for its deep connection with
the tea ceremony, is also renowned for its traditional wagashi sweets.
Rice cakes, yokan jellied sweet beans, and manju steamed buns, are just
a few of the many different types of wagashi sweets.
The three most famous wagashi in Matsue are Natane no Sato (field
mustard village), Yamakawa (mountain stream) and Wakakusa (green
grass). These three wagashi were Fumai's favorite sweets, and they were
named after waka poems composed by him.
Wagashi sweets are designed to be pleasing to the eyes, as well as to the
palate.
In tea rooms in Matsue which adhere to Fumai's style of the tea
ceremony, you can try these sweets together with some matcha powdered
green tea.
Another well-known type of wagashi is kogei-gashi, by which a dough
made out of sugar and rice flour is sculpted into realistic reproductions
of natural objects.
The art of kogei-gashi has gained attention from around the world, as it
can only be mastered by highly skilled confectionery craftsmen.
We hope you will have the chance to sample some of these edible works
of art during your stay in Matsue!

VIDEO

Scan QR Codes to
watch videos!

Tea Master Fumai
In 2018 we commemorate the 200th anniversary of the death of famous tea
ceremony master Fumai.
Fumai, whose real name was Matsudaira Harusato, was also the seventh feudal
lord (daimyo) of Matsue in the land of Izumo (in present-day Shimane prefecture).
As one of the successive generations of feudal lords of the Matsue clan, he took
budgetary measures which improved his clan's financial position.
Fumai is also known as “Fumai-ko”, -ko being an honorific suffix which was
attached to his tea master moniker after his retirement as the feudal lord in 1806.
Fumai loved culture, especially the tea ceremony. As one of the leading tea
masters of the Edo period (1603 – 1868), he left a lasting mark on Japanese tea
ceremony culture.
He collected a vast amount of the beautiful and famous tea ceremony utensils,
which he cataloged in his written work Unshu Kuracho (inventory of the Unshu
warehouse).
To commemorate the 200th anniversary of his death, a wide range of projects
relating to Fumai, and the impact he had on tea ceremony culture, have been set
up.
As Fumai's legacy is such an fundamental part of our local cultural history, it is our
sincere hope that by highlighting many different aspects of his life and works, that
the tea ceremony culture, as well as tourism in Matsue, will continue to flourish.

200th Commemoration
Three important
Tea Ceremony Events
The three most important tea ceremony events in Japan are
the Kyoto Citizen Tea Party at Nijo Castle, the Kenroku-en Tea
Ceremony in Kanazawa, and Matsue Castle Grand Tea Ceremony.
These seasonal events preserve and bring Japan's traditional
culture to life, and are popular with Japanese people as well as
with visitors from other countries.
Matsue Castle Grand Tea Ceremony is held every autumn.
At the main event area on the Matsue Castle grounds, as well
as at various other locations in Matsue, tea ceremonies are
conducted by different schools of tea ceremony practitioners,
so it is possible to see several styles of tea ceremony on a single
day.

Tea Ceremony
in Matsue
Prospering during the Edo period under the
leadership of the Matsue clan, the city of
Matsue became known as an important center
of tea ceremony culture.
It is here that Fumai, the seventh feudal lord of
the Matsue clan, perfected Fumai-ryu, his own
unique style of tea ceremony.
The city of Matsue is still deeply connected to
the tea ceremony, which even today plays a
tangible part in the daily lives of its inhabitants.

Four Seasons of Wagashi
Depending on the season, different wagashi sweets are
served.
Wagashi served in spring, summer, autumn and winter all
have different shapes and appearances and are made
utilizing different ingredients.
The sweets of springtime include sakura cherry blossom and
mugwort glutinous rice mochi wrapped in leaves.
Sweets served in summer, such as gelatinous tokoroten, are
moist and refreshing.
Autumnal sweets incorporate the sweetness of seasonal
ingredients such as kabocha pumpkin and sweet potato.
Dusted white glutinous rice daifuku cakes evoke the image of
a snowy winter.

Sh re on
socialam
edia!

# sanin

Schedule is subject to change. For more details
April – December, 2018

EVENT
SCHEDULE
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Horikawa Canal Cruise Tea Ceremony

April 27-30, 2018

please consult the event website.
More Information

May 3-6, 2018

Springtime Tea Ceremony in Matsue

October 6-7, 2018

Matsue Castle Grand Tea Ceremony

200th Commemoration
of Tea Master Fumai

The Soul of Japan

Places to
experience
a tea ceremony
in Matsue

Gessho-ji Temple

Meimei-an

Fumon-in Temple

The family temple of the Matsudaira family of
the Matsue clan.
Legend has it that the large stone turtle found on
the temple grounds would walk the streets of the
city at night.

The heavily thatched tea house Meimei-an was
designed by Fumai himself. It is surrounded by
greenery, with scenery which changes every
season.

This temple of the guardian of Matsue Castle
was featured in the ghost stories in the book
Kwaidan by Irish writer Lafcadio Hearn.

For more information:
Matsue International Tourist Information Center 665 Asahi-machi, Matsue-shi, Shimane-ken TEL 0852-21-4034
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SCAN ME FOR
MORE INFORMATION!

¥

¥1,300(sales tax included)

¥

¥3,000(sales tax included)

A

e

RESERVATIONS

¥

B

¥8,000(sales tax included)

1.5hours

F

The Uradome Coast, part of the San'in Coastal Geopark, has some of
the clearest seas in all of mainland Japan. There is no better way to
experience this than by trying out a transparent sea kayak. The
transparent hulls of these kayaks will make you feel as if your entire body
is floating directly on the sea.
Watch rough waves crashing onto unusually shaped rocks, while you
can see the bottom of the sea crystal clear underneath you.

RESERVATIONS

¥7,000(sales tax included)
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¥ From

C

¥5,000(sales tax included)

¥ From

3hours

Ride a bicycle down winding countryside roads, feeling refreshed to be out
in nature!
This bicycle tour will take you downhill Mount Daisen. The starting point is
at Daisen Ski Resort, at a height of 850 meters above sea level.
The course will take you along winding, spacious countryside roads. The
total length of this Downhill Course A is 17 kilometers. It is an easy course,
suitable for beginners.
The different views of Mount Daisen are a must-see!

RESERVATIONS

¥5,500(sales tax included)

3 hours

Take to the skies over the massive Tottori Sand Dunes and the Sea of Japan!
The sand here is very soft, so there's no need to worry about rough landings.
Feel free as a bird, flying gently over these awe-inspiring dunes. You'll feel as
if you've been transported to a whole new world!
After having fun paragliding you can try some sand-boarding, ride a camel,
or visit The Sand Museum!

RESERVATIONS

2 hours

2 hours

A combination package which includes both tree climbing and zip-lining.
Walk up in the trees at a height of seven meters, feeling a sense of accomplishment seeing the view from the top of a tree you just climbed, and enjoy being in
nature.
What goes up has to come down – by zip-line! After climbing up you can glide to
the ground on a zip-line to which a pulley has been attached. This super exciting
zip-line with a length of over 100 meters is the longest in the entire San'in area!
Flying through the forest on a zip-line is an unforgettable experience!
Suitable for both adults and children.

RESERVATIONS

¥

¥5,000(sales tax included)

RESERVATIONS

1.5hours

Get drenched at this water park! Frolic Adventure Park Uradome is the
largest seaside water park in Japan! Enjoy jumping on trampolines,
slithering down slides, and all the other fun attractions! Have a full body
workout by just splashing about!
This unusual seaside water park is great fun for kids as well as for adults.
Professional lifeguards are keeping a watchful eye, so even young
children or people who cannot swim well can have a good time.

¥

Fatbikes are mountain bikes with oversized tires. They are great for both
off-road and mountain road biking. Would you like to ride one and see the
fantastic scenery of Tottori?
Instructors will take you a tour which includes the Tottori Sand Dunes, a
mountain trail and along the beach. Enjoy scenes of natural beauty while
feeling a refreshing breeze on your cheeks!

3.5hours

Shower Climbing is a unique Japanese mountain stream climbing sport.
Jungle Adventure! Shower Climbing Adventure Trail.
Big rocks! Waterfalls! Feel the touch of Mother Nature on your skin!
Make your way upstream by swimming and climbing rocks, and at the end of
the trail dive down a waterfall!
Life-jackets for participants are available, so do not hesitate to join.
The sense of achievement you will have upon reaching the finish will definitely
make this an unforgettable memory of your travels!

g

RESERVATIONS
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B

¥

¥5,000(sales tax included)

Enjoy the breathtaking sunset over Lake Shinji. This one-hour
sightseeing cruise over Lake Shinji departs from Matsue harbor at
sunset. The sunsets close to Yomegashima island are some of the most
beautiful views in Japan.

SCAN ME FOR
MORE INFORMATION!

¥

¥5,000(sales tax included)

RESERVATIONS

4-7hours

Haori & kimono rental for up to 7 hours. Includes professional fitting by
staff, so anyone can look fabulous wearing a kimono! Enjoy sightseeing
in Izumo while blending into the atmosphere of the city. This plan is also
suitable for men. How about a kimono date?
Places you can visit in the area include Inasanohama Beach, Hinomisaki
Shrine, and Hinomisaki Lighthouse.

¥

A

¥2,160(sales tax included)

7hours

Super popular with kids! Walk around the city dressed as a ninja!
Soak up the atmosphere of the Edo period around Matsue Castle and
the surrounding Samurai District.
Don't just go sightseeing; as a ninja you will become one of the sights!
Get used to hearing many people you pass on the street say "Kakko
ii!" ("Cool!")!
We also have a kimono rental plan for the entire family.

RESERVATIONS

E

RESERVATIONS

¥

B

¥2,000(sales tax included)

2 hours

F

This is a self-driven tour, so you will drive your own car around the various points of
interest in Yoshida. The tour-guide rides with you in your car and gives directions to
all the points of interest in the village.
The village of Yoshida flourished through its production of tatara iron.
At Sugaya Tatara Sannai you can see the houses of the workers involved in tatara iron
production and also the Sugaya Takadono steel mill where tatara iron was produced.
At the rest stop Tataraba-Ichibanchi you can take a look at the special local products
of the village of Yoshida. Participants to the tour will receive a complimentary bottle
of Yoshida village's famous soy sauce Otamahan, which was created especially for
pouring onto tamago kake gohan (rice with raw egg).

¥9,900(sales tax included)

2.5 hours

Visit all the well-known places in Matsue with Precious Kart! A
tour-guide will accompany you.
This is an extravagant plan, where you can enjoy all the sights of
Matsue while driving on its public roads in a go-kart.
“It's amazing to be able to drive on regular roads in a go-kart!” , “The
body of the car is so close to the road, which makes it very thrilling!” ,
are some of the happy comments of customers which we have heard!
If you want your trip to Shimane to be extra memorable, then you
should definitely give it a gooooo...!!!

RESERVATIONS
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¥

C

¥

¥4,320(sales tax included)
from 30 minutes to 7 hours

Everybody visiting Japan should wear a kimono at least once!
Stroll through the streets of old Matsue, along Matsue Castle
(designated as a national treasure) and the Shiomi Nawate samurai
district dressed in a gorgeous kimono!
Professional staff will help you put on the kimono.

RESERVATIONS

RESERVATIONS

¥

4-7hours

¥5,000(sales tax included)

45 minutes

Release some stress and bring a smile to your face!
The traditional dance Dojosukui is beloved not only by the locals but also
in the rest of Japan as well as in other countries. The dance is characterized by facial expressions and subtle hip movements, which will make
you smile. Some visitors are not able to stop laughing throughout the
performance!
Come and experience the charm of Dojosukui for yourself!

G

RESERVATIONS
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MORE UNIQUE THINGS TO DO IN SAN'IN!

Special discounts on travel and attractions
Special discounts on travel to San'in, and on entry to many of its tourist attractions.
Limited to foreign visitors only

¥

¥

¥

6,000(sales tax included)
3hours

RESERVATIONS

7,000(sales tax included)
3hours

RESERVATIONS

5,000(sales tax included)
2.5hours

RESERVATIONS

¥

¥

¥

9,000(sales tax included)
2.5hours

RESERVATIONS

7,000(sales tax included)
3hours

RESERVATIONS

4,000(sales tax included)
2.5hours

RESERVATIONS

Download our handy Sanin Pass
smartphone app to get easy access
to information and discounts!

Visit San’in
Tourist Pass
Sanin Pass is a handy smartphone app designed for foreign
visitors to the prefectures of Shimane and Tottori.
This app is a digital tourist pass, which gives users free or
discounted entry to many participating tourist attractions,
discounts in shops, and other benefits.
This Visit San’in Tourist Pass is a paid service, which you can
have activated at a local sales-point.
Once your digital pass has been activated you can use the
Sanin Pass app at the various participating facilities by
simply showing the screen of your smartphone to staff.
Please visit the Visit San’in Tourist Pass website for more
information.

San’in Tourism Organization
TEL 0859-21-1502
sanindmo00@sage.ocn.ne.jp

¥

5,000(sales tax included)
1-7hours

RESERVATIONS

¥

1,000(sales tax included)
1hour

RESERVATIONS

Hiroshima – Matsue
Highway Bus
Only 500 Yen One Way!

Osaka – Tottori
Highway Bus
Only 1,000 Yen One Way!

San'in
Route Ticket

Massive Highway Bus Discount
From Tottori City & Nihon Kotsu
¥

5,000(sales tax included)
2hours

RESERVATIONS

¥

5,000(sales tax included)
45minutes

Osaka

RESERVATIONS

Namba OCAT

TOTTORI

From
March
2018!

Tottori Bus Terminal

¥

7,000(sales tax included)
2.5 hours

RESERVATIONS

¥

2,200(sales tax included)
1hour

5,000(sales tax included)
2.5 hours

¥

13,000(sales tax included)
5.5 hours
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RESERVATIONS

¥

75,600(sales tax included)
1hour

RESERVATIONS

¥

3,800(sales tax included)
4-7hours

SHIMANE

HYOGO

OKAYAMA
HIROSHIMA

RESERVATIONS

One
Way
¥

TOTTORI

RESERVATIONS

RESERVATIONS

For a limited time only, foreign visitors can travel on the
highway bus between Hiroshima to Matsue for a special price of
just 500 Yen one way (regular fare: 3,900 Yen)!
Seats cannot be reserved. Tickets can be purchased on the day
of travel or the previous day at the following locations:
Hiroshima Bus Center, Swallow Travel Hiroshima (at the
Japan Rail Hiroshima Shinkansen Gate), and Ichibata Travel
Matsue Ekimae Office (in the area north of JR Matsue Station).
Passport must be presented upon purchase.

Hiroshima Electric Railway Co., Ltd.
TEL 082-231-5171
Ichibata Bus Co., Ltd.
TEL 0852-20-5206

¥1,000

A special discount, limited to foreign visitors only, for the
highway bus between Tottori (Tottori Bus Terminal) and
Osaka (Namba OCAT). This promotion runs until March 31st,
2019, or until discounted tickets allocated for this exclusive deal
are sold out.
Seats can be reserved by phone or by e-mail up to one month in
advance. Discounted tickets are sold at Kansai International
Airport at the Tourist Information Center at the western side of
Terminal 1, at Namba OCAT (Osaka City Air Terminal), and
at Tottori Station Bus Terminal. Passport must be presented
upon purchase.

Tottori City International Tourist Support Center
TEL 0857-22-7935
h-bus@nihonkotsu.jp

YAMAGUCHI

Special discount ticket to commemorate Silk Air flights to
Hiroshima.
Includes:
Discounts with JR West Pass on the Shinkansen trains between
Hiroshima and Okayama, and on other JR trains between
Okayama, Tottori, and Matsue.
Perfect Ticket for use in the Shimane area (discount on multiple
tourist attractions).

Nippon Travel Agency International Travel
Western Japan Branch Office
TEL 06-6342-0240
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